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Wylas Scoreboard allows you to choose whatever you want to display on any of
your scoreboards while running a meet.

Customized messages and images can be displayed in loop during the warm
up, break or at any time you want. You can even choose what images and text
messages you want to show before a race starts.

Whether it is currently connected
Whether it is is Race Mode (the default) or Display Mode
An a unique identifier in case you have multiple displays.

Go to the Scoreboard tab in the Recorder UI. 

The column on the left will show Scoreboards that have been connected to the
Recorder during this session. Each Scoreboard will indicate 

The column on the right contains 2 sub tabs : Race Mode and Display Mode.

The Race Mode tab is where you configure the media items to show on Ready
and Start of each race.

The Display Mode tab is where you configure sequences of media items you
would like shown in a loop.

Wylas Timing Scoreboard
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When a race is made ready, the Recorder will pick one item from the selected
Race Mode media show and display it for 2 seconds before displaying the race
start list. It will do so again when the race is started.

By default, all scoreboards will display the same Media Show. But scoreboards
can be configured to display different media shows.

Items will be displayed in the order listed in their media show.

To choose a different media show to display, click on the pencil icon, which will
open the Media Show Editor.
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Scoreboard Selections
A scoreboard selection consists of a media show (containing a the list of media
items to be displayed) and the list of scoreboards on which the media show will
be displayed.

There are two types of scoreboard selections:

Race Mode

The column on the left displays available media shows. 
Click on a media show in order to select it.

Click on the select button to apply changes and return to Scoreboard Selection.
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Click the save button to save your changes to Race Mode.

To see your change in action, go to Race tab, select a race and click the Ready
button. You will see the first image in your media shows flashed to the
scoreboard for 2 seconds before fading out.

First image of media show list displayed:

Start list is displayed after 2 seconds

Click the Reset button and click the Ready button again. You will see the second
item of your chosen media show is displayed before fading out.



When a Display Mode Scoreboard Selection is shown, it's media items will be
displayed in loop, the duration for each media item is set on the media asset.

Show a Display Mode Scoreboard Selection by clicking on its Display button. It will
keep displaying until you click the Stop button .

You can create multiple display mode scoreboard selections. So you can have
different selections ready to display pre-meet, post-meet, during breaks etc.

A media show will display on all scoreboards by default. To configure different
shows for each scoreboard, just uncheck "Select all Scoreboards" and click on 

                       to add one or more available scoreboards.

To create a scoreboard selection click on 
A new (empty) Media Show  will appear  below.

Add a media show by clicking
This opens the Media Show Editor. From here, you can select 
or edit any existing media show or create a new one. 
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Display Mode



Click                    to save it and click                     to start displaying the media
show on the selected scoreboard(s).
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The selected Media show will be added to your scoreboard selection.

Change the duration for each media item by changing "Seconds per asset".

Media items displayed on the scoreboard

Click                           to stop display the media show.



A media show is a list of media items (text and/or images) that is displayed on
the scoreboards connected to the Recorder.

Create a media show by clicking                                in the Media Show Editor.

Enter a name for the media show and check the boxes for those Available media
items that you want to add to your media show.

You can remove any unwanted items by unchecking the item checkbox or by
clicking on the remove icon       of the selected media.

Save your media show using                   

You can create as many media shows with different media items as required.
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Media Shows



 Click                and choose the type of your new media item.

From the Media Show Editor you can add any text messages, images and videos
that you want to display on the scoreboards connected to Recorder.
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Add media items

Image Media
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Text Media

Save your new media items. They are now available to be selected.



The blue wi-fi icon     indicates that you have a connection to the Recorder
Server. Pressing on it will disconnect the Scoreboard from the Recorder.

When the wi-fi icon      appears grey, this will indicate that you have lost
connection to the Recorder server. Pressing on it will reconnect the Scoreboard to
the Recorder.

If you have purchased a timing system, the scoreboard app will come pre-
loaded on your Scoreboard HDMI dongle or Scoreboard box. Just connect the 
 Scoreboard device to the display on which you want to show the scoreboard
results via the HDMI port.

If you have sourced your own Android device, such as a tablet, on which to
display the scoreboard results, then downloadable the WT Scoreboard app from
the Google Play Store. 

Click on WT Scoreboard icon to start the application. NB: WT Scoreboard can be
configured to start when the device boots up so that you just need to switch on
your TV. The Scoreboard will try to automatically find and connect the Recorder,
after which you will see a screen like below.

The number shown below the connected label is the device id, this value will be
useful to identify your scoreboard when setting scoreboard selections.

Wylas Timing Scoreboard App
Setting up WT Scoreboard
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You can configure most elements of the Scoreboard, including which rows and
columns to show and how and when to scroll. You can view the various options
on the screens below:
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If you have multiple Scoreboards, you can configure each Scoreboard to only
show certain lanes at the start of each race. For instance, your left hand
Scoreboard might only show those lanes on the left hand side of a pool.

In the image above, you can see it has been configured to show lanes 1 through
8. If more lanes are configured that can be displayed at one time, then the
Scoreboard will scroll through all the configured lanes.
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By default, Wylas Timing will display the results in position order, ie, 1st place at
the top, then 2nd and so on. Alternatively, you can show results in lane order. If
you have multiple Scoreboards, you can configure each Scoreboard to only
show certain race positions at the end of a race. For instance, your left hand
Scoreboard might show race positions 1-4 and the right hand Scoreboard might
show race positions 5-8.

If more positions are configured than are able to be shown at one time, then the
Scoreboard will scroll through all the configured positions.
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If you want the athletes names, lanes and times to be more readable, you can
set alternating background lines settings.

When activating this setting, the start list looks like:

Wylas Timing Scoreboard
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The scoreboard app includes a setting to apply a shortening method for the
athletes names. This is a useful setting when entry lists contain long names. 
By default the name format is set to full name (first name + initials + last
name).

Names shortening methods available:
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Once the new setting is applied, the start list names are displayed with the new
name format selected.
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First name only:

Last name only:



When a race is readied, the details for the race, along with the athletes for each
of the lanes configured in Lane Settings, will be displayed.

When a race is started, the running clock will display on the screen.
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As each time is recorded by a Timekeeper, it will immediately appear on the
Scoreboard.

Each line shows the lane number, athlete name, time and position.
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If an athlete is disqualified, then the entire line is displayed in red in strikethrough.
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The entire line will be displayed as it follows:
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If you want the times for disqualified athletes to be shown, go to scoreboard
settings and uncheck the setting Show DQ Times:



When the next race is readied a new list of athletes appear.
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